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Next Meeting  May 2nd 
At The Clubhouse 10-30 AM      
 
WW2 EVENT 

As we have only 9 days left at the time of 

writing, this letter will be predominately 

about WW2. 

For a start I will work off the minutes of last 

Sundays meeting and carry on from there. 

Working Bee 
Next Sunday 17

th
 Starting at 9:am 

This is to clean up the canteen area and all 

things around the grounds to ensure that we 

present a good image to the public and the 

competitors. 

If we get a lot of helpers, none of us will 

have to do much and we can get on flying. 

More on the flying further down. 

WW11. Various matters were discussed 

and information provided to the meeting. 

These included:  

 

 The market Place display  
Which will be located near La Cobbler 

with overnight storage available in the 

shop being refurbished opposite. 

   This is a smaller display area than last 

year. However this is an opportunity to 

display a rotating range of models as we 

have the vacant shop for storage 

We need people to assist with the 

supervision and selling of raffle tickets.  

And helping out on the stand. 

So far we haven’t got many takers.  

So if you can help out give    

Austin 0428328547 or Tenno 69225570 

a ring we can organize a convenient 

time. 

We also need more military type models 

so we can show a better variety. 

 Judging.  

There is a full complement of static and 

flight judges. Flight judges attended a  

Meeting last Saturday. 



 

 They will have a practical exercise next 

Sunday after the working bee.  

So if some of us can perform some 

maneuvers for them to judge it will be a big 

help.Were not essentially looking for 

polished flyers or aircraft, we just want to 

give judges some variety & give them a bit 

of a warm up for the event 

 Publicity.  
TV and newspapers will be present next 

Sunday for publicity footage and  

photographs. Models and people are needed  

A promotion in the Southern Weekly for its  

Easter Supplement has been arranged 

 TV has been booked and Community  

Diary informed. 

Further Report taken from minutes  
  Pit marking to be organized by  

Laurie Knight  

  

   A new PA system was purchased and has 

been tested – fully operational  

   Steve Sutherland has organized parking 

with Rotary  

   Dick Tennant finalised the jobs list.  

   Michele Viano is organized as 

photographer  

    Trophies are organized with perpetual 

trophies returning with competitors  

   Scotty Edwards will be looking after the 

computer and scoring  

    Sponsorship is progressing well  

    The canteen will be under the control of 

Val Lind. 

 Bread rolls, meat and other  

Consumables were arranged 

Val still urgently needs 

CANTEEN HELPERS 
Even just for a few hours over the lunch 

time period, it doesn’t have to be a full time 

thing. 

   Brian Thomson to do staff/ officials 

badges  

   Dinner booked at Golden Seasons 

(Saturday night 23.4.2011) all welcome 

but we need to know prior 

Ladies can you please help 
Could you cook something for sale in 

the canteen on the WW2 weekend? 

Something like Anzac Bikkies, slices, 

muffins etc.that can be sold in the 

canteen .It would be appreciated if you 

could advise Dick on 69228500 or 

Tenno 69225570 what you are cooking 

and if you can deliver it to the field on 

the day. If delivery is not possible pick 

up can be arranged. It would be nice to 

have fresh stuff on Friday & Saturday. 

And a big thank you to those who have 

already answered the call. 

 Raffle Details 

 c/mon guys n gals theres not many 
tickets in those tiddly little books so at 
least try to sell some. 
Ticket books are available from 
Austin Siebels at ph 0429 328 547 
Or Dick Tennant at 6922 8500. 
AS always the prize is attractive 
This year it’s a 1.8 mtr Piper Cub 
ARF  
With a Spectrum DXI 5channel rig 
with 4 servos 
With a Thunder Tiger F54S 4 stroke 
Motor The whole package is worth 
$680 bucks, so it’s up to all of us to get 
out there and sell or buy a book. 
We can’t expect Austin & Dick to do it 
all. 
Tennos Thought 
Be nice to everyone on the way up 

Because you never know 

Who you are going to run into 

On the way down. 

 

See you all at WW2 

                   Tenno 


